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SUMMARY
Mutations in the chromodomain helicase DNA-binding 8 (CHD8) gene are a frequent cause of autism spec-
trum disorder (ASD). While its phenotypic spectrum often encompasses macrocephaly, implicating cortical
abnormalities, how CHD8 haploinsufficiency affects neurodevelopmental is unclear. Here, employing human
cerebral organoids, we find that CHD8 haploinsufficiency disrupted neurodevelopmental trajectories with an
accelerated and delayed generation of, respectively, inhibitory and excitatory neurons that yields, at days 60
and 120, symmetrically opposite expansions in their proportions. This imbalance is consistent with an
enlargement of cerebral organoids as an in vitro correlate of patients’ macrocephaly. Through an isogenic
design of patient-specific mutations and mosaic organoids, we define genotype-phenotype relationships
and uncover their cell-autonomous nature. Our results define cell-type-specific CHD8-dependent molecular
defects related to an abnormal program of proliferation and alternative splicing. By identifying cell-type-spe-
cific effects of CHD8mutations, our study uncovers reproducible developmental alterations that may be em-
ployed for neurodevelopmental disease modeling.
INTRODUCTION

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) defines heterogeneous condi-

tions characterized by difficulties in establishing social contacts

and the manifestation of repetitive behaviors. There is no cure

for the core symptoms of ASD, reflecting a lack of understand-

ing of the events leading to these neuropsychiatric disorders.

Functional genomic studies and single-cell RNA sequencing

(RNA-seq) of postmortem brain samples obtained from patients

with autism have highlighted alterations of transcription in pyra-

midal cells and local interneurons at early to mid-fetal develop-

mental stages (Chen et al., 2014; Parikshak et al., 2013; Willsey

et al., 2013); however, evidence from tractable experimental

models of human neurodevelopment is still lacking. One of

the major limitations is the inaccessibility of the affected tissue

during development, when the bases of these disorders are

eventually laid out. The possibility to generate human cerebral

organoids from human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) or

induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) represents an opportu-

nity to study the cellular and molecular consequences of

ASD-associated mutations (Birey et al., 2021; Catlett et al.,

2021; de Jong et al., 2021; Urresti et al., 2021; Wegscheid
This is an open access article und
et al., 2021). Cerebral organoids represent the closest in vitro

model of a human cortex at early embryonic stages (Camp

et al., 2015; Lancaster and Knoblich, 2014), thus providing a

tool to unravel the impact of gene impairment during time win-

dows of ASD vulnerability (Willsey et al., 2013).

Genes coding for chromatin remodelers are frequently

mutated in ASD patients (De Rubeis et al., 2014; Gabriele

et al., 2018) and, among them, chromodomain helicase DNA-

binding protein 8 (CHD8) is one of the most frequently mutated

and most penetrant (Bernier et al., 2014; O’Roak et al., 2012a,

2012b).CHD8, initially identified in a screen for interactors within

the canonical Wnt/beta-catenin pathway (Sakamoto et al.,

2000), is part of the chromodomain helicase DNA-binding

protein family, characterized by a SFN2-like ATPase and

two chromo-domains. The majority of ASD-associated CHD8

de novo mutations lead to loss of function (LoF) and result in

gene haploinsufficiency (Beighley et al., 2020; Bernier et al.,

2014; O’Roak et al., 2012a, 2012b). Patients with such muta-

tions, in addition to autism-relevant behaviors, present with

gastrointestinal complaints, intellectual disability, and macroce-

phaly, linking CHD8 haploinsufficiency to abnormal cortical

development (Beighley et al., 2020; Bernier et al., 2014).
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Figure 1. Increased cerebral organoid size linked to CHD8 heterozygous mutations

(A) Outline for the generation of cerebral organoids from hESCs.

(B) Results of quantitative RT-PCR were normalized to TBP and relative expression values are shown for each time point. Results are presented as mean ± SEM.

(C) Schematics of the human long (L) and short (S) CHD8 isoforms. The N-terminal part specific for the long isoform is highlighted in light purple.

(D) Schematics illustrating the CRISPR/Cas9-mediated generation of the hESC lines employed in this study, the resulting genotypes, and predicted proteins.

DelEx17-19X, deletion of part of exon 17, whole exon 18, and part of exon 19 and premature stop codon; InsEx17X, hrGFP was inserted into exon 17, thereby

(legend continued on next page)
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Previous studies have explored the role of CHD8 haploinsuffi-

ciency in brain development and ASDmanifestations by employ-

ing animal models (Durak et al., 2016; Gompers et al., 2017; Ka-

tayama et al., 2016; Suetterlin et al., 2018) or iPSC-derived

models, including cerebral organoids, profiled at a single time

point and in bulk (Wang et al., 2015, 2017), thus precluding the

investigation of neurodevelopmental trajectories. Importantly,

while, in humans, CHD8 LoF mutations lead to a number of se-

vere neurological problems, in mouse they are associated with

rather mild neurological abnormalities (Gompers et al., 2017; Ka-

tayama et al., 2016; Suetterlin et al., 2018). In addition, while

Chd8 haploinsufficient mice show a slight increase of brain

size, in utero short hairpin RNA (shRNA)-mediated Chd8 knock-

down results in reduced neural progenitor cell proliferation and

premature differentiation (Durak et al., 2016), a phenotype usu-

ally associated with reduced brain size. Thus, the cellular and

molecular mechanisms underlying CHD8-associated pheno-

types are still elusive, and conflicting results suggest possible

technique- and species-specific issues, making it difficult to

find a consensus on the role of CHD8 in the pathogenesis of

ASDs.

Herewe employed a cerebral organoidmodel system to deter-

mine the effects of CHD8 haploinsufficiency on human cortical

development. We found that CHD8 haploinsufficiency leads to

a significant enlargement of cerebral organoids with associated

features of abnormal cortical development. A time-course sin-

gle-cell RNA-seq analysis of control and CHD8 mutant organo-

ids revealed a disrupted differentiation dynamic of excitatory

and inhibitory neurons, with a longer phase of excitatory neuron

progenitor proliferation and an accelerated production of inhibi-

tory neurons. At the molecular level, our analysis uncovers cell-

type-specific phenotypes that underlie differentially affected

developmental trajectories and point to temporally discrete

mechanisms.

RESULTS

Generation and characterization of hESC-derived
cerebral organoids
We and others proposed that the combination of disease-spe-

cific organoid models and single-cell omic resolution are materi-

alizing the vision of interceptive medicine, whereby deviations

from development and homeostasis are intercepted and recast

as problems of cellular dynamics within tissues (Rajewsky

et al., 2020). A prerequisite for this approach is the reproducibility

of organoid generation in longitudinal designs, both within and
introducing a premature stop codon; E1114X, the codon encoding for the glutama

position 62 wasmutated to a stop codon. This affects only the long isoform, as ind

and S62X, hrGFP was inserted downstream and adjacent to the mutations.

(E) Western blot of CHD8+/+ and CHD8+/� hESCs revealing reduction in CHD8 pr

test, results are presented as mean ± SEM.

(F) Reduction in CHD8 mRNA levels in day 60 CHD8+/�;GFP organoids as shown

licates represented as mean ± SEM.

(G) Representative pictures and area of the cerebral organoids of the four diff

CHD8+/�;GFP organoids were pooled together. Day 0, n(CHD8+/+) = 27, n(CHD8+

n(CHD8+/�) = 119, n(CHD8+/E1114X) = 80, n(CHD8+/S62X) = 45; day 60, n(CHD8+/+)

n(CHD8+/+) = 85, n(CHD8+/�) = 46, n(CHD8+/E1114X) = 18, n(CHD8+/S62X) = 18 (n indi

Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test, results are presented as mean ± SEM.
across batches, so as to enable robust phenotyping. Reproduc-

ibility issues have led to the proposition of a number of protocols

for the generation of cerebral organoids, each aiming to improve

in- and inter-batch reproducibility and/or specifically driving the

generation of defined neuronal cell types (Luo et al., 2016; Qian

et al., 2016; Quadrato et al., 2017). We considered that repro-

ducibility problems may likely arise during the ectoderm and

neuroectoderm specification in embryoid bodies (EBs). Indeed,

suboptimal timing in the induction of the neuroectoderm radial

organization at this stage compromises the subsequent forma-

tion of the neuroepithelium in stereotypical rosette-like struc-

tures (Lancaster and Knoblich, 2014), likely indicating unstable

early ectoderm formation in the EB right after hESC seeding.

Building on other successful methods (Lancaster and Knoblich,

2014), we reasoned that optimizing culture conditions during the

hESC seeding step might be key to further increase the robust-

ness of EB formation. Specifically, we took inspiration from work

(Camp et al., 2015) showing strong positive correlation between

human fetal and organoid cell types and introduced slight varia-

tions to the initial culturing steps of the original protocol (see

STAR Methods). Indeed, in our culture conditions (Figure 1A),

we observed a high degree of reproducibility in the quality of

EB ectoderm and neuroectoderm differentiation (Figure S1A),

which, as expected, resulted in a high number of successfully

differentiated cerebral organoids per number of Matrigel

embedded EBs (>90%). We verified by immunostaining that

the reproducibility observed at the macroscopic level was

matched by a reproducible cell composition in the cortical struc-

tures (Figures S1B–S1C). Control cerebral organoids displayed

the progressive features of cortical development starting with

the formation of ventricular zone (VZ)-like structures, the

appearance of subventricular-zone (SVZ)-like areas, and the

development of organized neuronal cell layers (Figure S1D). In

agreement with the developing human cortical VZ, VZ-like struc-

tures of cortical organoids at day 10 are constituted almost

exclusively by Sox2-positive radial glia cells (Figure S1E). At later

points, an increasing proportion of intermediate progenitors

(TBR2 positive) and lower (CTIP2 positive) and upper (SATB2

positive) layer neurons can be observed, indicating the formation

of structures reminiscent of the cortical plate and a layered struc-

ture (Figure S1F). As development progresses, the size of the or-

ganoids increases accordingly (Figure 1A). Finally, we checked

CHD8 expression at multiple stages and found its mRNA levels

to be highest in 36-day old cerebral organoids (Figure 1B), sug-

gesting thatCHD8may play essential roles around that develop-

mental stage.
te in position p.1114 wasmutated to generate a stop codon; S62X, the serine in

icated by the presence of the full protein for the short isoform. For both E1114X

otein upon deletion of exon 20, normalized to S6K. p value = 0.013, unpaired t

by qPCR, relative to CHD8+/+. Error bars display technical variation from trip-

erent genotypes at day 0, 20, 60, and 120. For this analysis, CHD8+/� and
/�) = 36, n(CHD8+/E1114X) = 11, n(CHD8+/S62X) = 27; day 20, n(CHD8+/+) = 196,

= 202, n(CHD8+/�) = 163, n(CHD8+/E1114X) = 106, n(CHD8+/S62X) = 41; day 120,

cates number of organoids). ***p < 0.001, ordinary one-way ANOVA followed by
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Figure 2. Cerebral organoids recapitulate neurogenic lineages

(A) UMAP projection of droplet-based scRNA-seq from cerebral organoids profiled at day 20, day 60, and day 120 in vitro, with colored clusters for: EN1,

excitatory neurons layers V–VI; EN2, excitatory neurons layers II–IV; ENE, excitatory neurons early; IN, interneurons; IN_IP, interneuron intermediate progenitors;

IP, intermediate progenitor; RG1, radial glia cells 1; RG2, radial glia cells 2; RG3, radial glia cells 3.

(B) The same UMAP plot color coded to highlight the cell cycle stages; purple for G1, orange for G2/M, and green for S.

(C and D) Diffusion map depicting the evolution of the cerebral organoid cell populations. Color code is set according to (C) cell populations and (D) pseudo-

temporal inferred trajectories, with the three terminal populations colored in blue, while the common origin is colored in green.

(E) Total number of cells profiled per condition, three control (CTL) and four mutant (MUT) samples for each time point. Each sample contained a pool of three

cerebral organoids obtained from at least two independent differentiation batches.

(legend continued on next page)
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Generation of isogenic CHD8 haploinsufficient hESC
lines
We built on our previous transcriptomics-based disease

modeling benchmark (Germain and Testa, 2017) and adopted

an isogenic experimental design introducing CHD8 mutations

in an isogenic hESC line employing the Clustered Regularly Inter-

spaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR)/Cas9 genome en-

gineering technology (Ran et al., 2013a, 2013b).

In humans theCHD8 gene has a short and a long isoform, with

the former lacking the first 279 N-terminal amino acids (Fig-

ure 1C). To study the effect of CHD8 LoF mutations, we gener-

ated two separate hESC lines (CHD8+/� and CHD8+/�;GFP)

carrying a deletion in the genomic portion of CHD8 encoding

for the C-terminal helicase domain, as well as two cell lines car-

rying patient-specific mutations resulting in premature stop co-

dons (i.e., S62X and E1114X) (Figure 1D). Importantly, while

both patient mutations have been linked to the autism core

symptoms, the S62X patient does not present with macro-

cephaly and intellectual disability (Beighley et al., 2020;

Bernier et al., 2014), indicating that the S62X mutation results

in only a subset of the CHD8 clinical phenotypes. In all but one

case (i.e., CHD8+/�) we coupled CHD8 mutations with the

expression of enhanced green fluorescence protein (eGFP)

(Figure 1D). hESCs carrying the selected CHD8 mutations on a

single allele (i.e., CHD8+/�, CHD8+/�;GFP, CHD8+/E1114X;GFP,

CHD8+/S62X;GFP) were isolated, expanded, and analyzed for po-

tential off-target effects (Figure S2 and STAR Methods). Next,

we tested the effect of the mutations on CHD8 protein and

mRNA levels by immunoblotting and qPCR. We confirmed that

all the mutants show reduced CHD8 protein (Figures 1E and

S3C) and mRNA levels (Figure 1F).
CHD8 haploinsufficiency leads to a macrocephaly-like
phenotype in human cerebral organoids
We employed the CHD8 mutant and control hESC lines to

generate human cerebral organoids. Similar to the mutant

hESCs, CHD8 mutant organoids show a 50% reduction of

CHD8 protein levels compared with CHD8+/+ samples (Fig-

ure S3C). At very early stages (day 0–20), control (CHD8+/+)

andmutant (CHD8+/�,CHD8+/E1114X,CHD8+/S62X) cerebral orga-
noids are mostly indistinguishable, with equal appearance, com-

parable neuroectoderm thickness, and identical or slightly

different size (Figure 1G). This observation was in contrast to

what was expected given that LoF mutations in CHD8 are asso-

ciated with macrocephaly. We thus let the cerebral organoids

grow longer and found that, by day 60, CHD8+/� and

CHD8+/E1114X organoids are comparable with or significantly
(F) Expression of canonical markers for cortical neuronal classes across clusters.

axis) in the given population (y axis), while the color gradient depicts the normali

(G–I) Tree graphs, calculated in control lines, indicating how cells are distributed in

the percentage of cells in that pseudotime frame. The graph’s structure highlights

identified as cycling radial glia, with endpoints (1) excitatory neurons LII–IV, (2) e

(G) cell populations, as identified in UMAP clusters; (H) total pseudotime calculate

in green, day 60 in blue, and day 120 in orange), normalized considering the tota

(J) Stacked bar plot depicting, for each stage, the proportion of cells in each cluste

significant changes between time points are highlighted with colored arrows and p

indicate increase and reduction in the older time point, respectively.
larger than wild-type samples (Figure 1G). This trend becomes

even more obvious by day 120, when CHD8+/� and

CHD8+/E1114X, but not CHD8+/S62X, cerebral organoids are about

50% larger than controls (Figure 1G). Thus, CHD8 haploinsuffi-

ciency results in enlargement of human cortical organoids be-

tween day 20 and day 120 (Figure 1G). Importantly, S62X has

hardly any effect on organoid size by day 120, confirming that

this mutation is not associated with macrocephaly and under-

scoring the sensitivity of our organoid system in capturing path-

ophysiological readouts of patient-specific mutations.
Effects of CHD8 haploinsufficiency at single-cell
resolution
To define the cellular mechanisms underlying CHD8 haploinsuf-

ficiency phenotypes, we comprehensively analyzed control and

mutant organoids by droplet-based single-cell RNA-seq

(scRNA-seq). Specifically, we profiled gene expression of

75,060 cells obtained from a longitudinal cohort amounting to

a total of 63 control and mutant cerebral organoids (Figures 2A

and 2E) at three different developmental stages (i.e., day 20,

day 60, and day 120) (Figure 2A). After data integration (see

STAR Methods), application of Leiden, a community detection

algorithm optimized to identify communities guaranteed to be

connected and hence to reliably score cell population based

phenotypes (Traag et al., 2019), yielded 10 different cell clusters.

To characterize the resulting cell clusters, we next adopted an

integrative annotation strategy combining (1) supervised plotting

of known cell identity markers (Figure S4A); (2) cluster-wise over-

lap of cluster identity markers in organoids versus human fetal

cortex (Nowakowski et al., 2017); and (3) integration, in the

same dimensionality reduction space (UniformManifold Approx-

imation and Projection [UMAP]), of the cell populations from our

cerebral organoid dataset with the ones from a large public data-

set of fetal human primary cells spanning several developmental

stages (Pollen et al., 2019) (Figures S4C–S4D). This annotation

strategy led to the discrimination of 10 cell populations, including

three clusters of radial glia cells comprising different cell cycle

phases (Figures 2A–2D; RG1 includes mostly cells in G2M

phase, RG2 in S phase, and RG3 in G1 phase), intermediate pro-

genitors (IPs), interneuron progenitors (IN_IP), interneurons (INs),

early excitatory neurons (ENEs), excitatory neurons of upper

(EN1) and lower (EN2) layers, along with a minor number

(2.9%) of unidentified cells (Figures 2A and S4). To determine

the evolution of the system in terms of temporal relationships

and ordering across cell populations, we performed a diffusion

pseudotime (DPT) analysis, uncovering a hierarchical organiza-

tion starting from actively proliferating radial glia cells and later
The size of the dots represents the percentage of cells that express the gene (x

zed level of expression.

a pseudo-temporal trajectory (x axis); the thickness of each branch represents

the division into three main lineages connecting the origin (on the left at time 0),

xcitatory neurons LV–VI, and (3) interneurons. The color code is according to

d on all lineages; or (I) cell distribution along pseudotime for each stage (day 20

l number of cells in control lines profiled at that time point.

r across three control lines. Cell types are grouped by lineage. Populations with

values and log2(fold changes) are reported. Positive and negative fold changes
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Figure 3. CHD8 haploinsufficiency causes transient aberrations in cell population proportions and precocious interneuron differentiation

(A) (Left) UMAP projection of droplet-based scRNA-seq from cerebral organoids profiled at day 20, day 60, and day 120, with colored clusters for: EN1, excitatory

neurons layers V–VI; EN2, excitatory neurons layers II–IV; ENE, excitatory neurons early; IN, interneurons; IN_IP, interneuron intermediate progenitors; IP,

(legend continued on next page)
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segregating into three main branches (i.e., IN, EN1, and EN2)

(Figures 2B–2D).

Analysis of population reproducibility across control organo-

ids (obtained from independently grown clones of the original

hESC line) corroborated the presence of comparable propor-

tions of all identified subpopulations (Figures S5A–S5B), each

of which followed the same reproducible pseudo-temporal tra-

jectory starting from early proliferating progenitors and bifur-

cating into inhibitory and excitatory lineages (Figures 2C and

2D and S5C), confirming that both population composition and

developmental trajectories are robustly recapitulated across

control organoid lines.

To corroborate with a complementary approach the recon-

struction of the main developmental trajectories in control cere-

bral organoids (three lines, n = 28,421 cells), we applied tree

graph analysis (Chen et al., 2019), which recapitulated the three

main developmental trajectories (EN1, EN2, IN). Eachmaturation

trajectory is driven by the expression of specific transcription

factors: (1) excitatory neurons Foxg1-Ngn2, (2) excitatory

neurons NeuroD2 and Tbr1, and (3) interneurons Dlx1/2

(Figures 2G and S4B). Although, at the neural progenitors stage,

excitatory and inhibitory lineages were not resolved as separate

populations by this approach, these lineages went on to display

along their differentiation a stereotypical pseudotime progres-

sion from progenitors to neurons (Figures 2B, 2G, and 2H) with

each neuronal population matching the expected increase in

abundance throughout stages (Figures 2I and 2J).

To investigate the impact of CHD8 haploinsufficiency on

cortical development, we focused on the three CHD8 mutant

lines whose phenotypes consistently resulted in macroce-

phaly-matching organoid overgrowth (CHD8+/�, CHD8+/�;GFP,

and CHD8+/E1114X). Analysis of relative population densities

across conditions revealed stage-specific alterations in the

abundance of different populations, including a delayed produc-

tion of EN1-EN2 together with a robust anticipated generation of

IN and IN_IP (Figure 3A). Following the developmental branches

through pseudotime, we confirmed a higher representation of

mutant cells in the interneuron branch at day 60 and in the excit-

atory branch at day 120 (Figure 3B). Differential abundance anal-

ysis of cluster frequencies confirmed the statistical significance

of these differences and indicated that the increase at day 60
intermediate progenitors; RG1, radial glia cells 1; RG2, radial glia cells 2; RG3, rad

cell frequencies. Specific sub-areas of the UMAP representation are highlighted

observed, normalized by total number of cells in mutant and control respectively

(B) Tree graph, divided by stages, indicating how cells are distributed in a pseudo-

cycling radial glia branches into three main lineages with the following endpoin

interneurons. The thickness of the graph represents percentage of cells in that ps

graph in controls for reference. Color code on the other three plots displays stage

(lineage). Asterisks indicate areas where frequency differences are significant (p

(C) First three diffusion pseudotime components (see STAR Methods) from con

analysis and highlighting the main components ordered by likelihood (the first co

effect than the third).The first three main trajectories within the populations, defin

preference for interneuron differentiation in mutant organoids.

(D) Stacked bar plots depicting proportion of cells in each cluster across cond

abundance analysis for each population at each stage. Populations with signifi

log2(fold changes) are reported. Positive and negative fold changes indicate, res

(E) UMAP outline illustrating for each cluster and stage the number of mutant

|log2FC| >|1).
in the number of interneurons of the parvalbumin lineage

(Figures 3B and S5D–S5E) is the most robust population change

caused by CHD8 haploinsufficiency. We also evaluated the

transcriptional impact of CHD8 LoF in each population by

performing a stage- and cluster-wise differential expression

analysis. Remarkably, when plotting the number of differentially

expressed genes (DEGs) per cluster per developmental stage,

we noticed that ENEs and inhibitory neuron progenitors

(IN_IPs) showed the highest number of DEGs, consistent with

the downstream changes in frequencies of cortifugal excitatory

neurons (EN1) and INs (Figure 3E).

To understand whether differences in cell population fre-

quencies result from aberrant developmental trajectories, we

calculated, separately for mutants and controls, the first three

pseudotime components at each stage and thereby the three

most likely trajectories in each condition at each stage. This anal-

ysis revealed that while, in control organoids, the first two most

likely trajectories yield two distinct excitatory neuronal clusters,

in CHD8 mutant organoids the second most likely trajectory an-

ticipates interneuron production (Figure 3C), underscoring how

CHD8 haploinsufficiency accelerates interneuron development,

resulting in a higher proportion of interneurons specifically at

day 60.

CHD8 haploinsufficiency causes sustained proliferation
in human brain organoids
Next, we employed immunohistochemistry to both validate and

dissect the mechanism of the delayed generation of excitatory

neurons. Thus, we established an unbiased method to quantify

the amount of different cell types in cerebral organoids in situ

by adapting a deep-learning-based approach for semi-auto-

matic counting of immunolabeled cells. In short, we performed

automated cell body segmentation in manually curated regions

of interest using Cellpose (Stringer et al., 2020), a state-of-the-

art pre-trained deep neural network for cell segmentation that

enabled us to analyze large portions of the organoids instead

of focusing on small manual counting windows (Figure S6).

To evaluate if the increased size and delayed neurogenesis are

due to a proliferative imbalance of neural progenitor cells, we

pulsed CHD8+/+ and CHD8+/� cerebral organoids at d10 and

d20 with 5-Ethynyl-20-deoxyuridine (EdU) for 1 h and checked
ial glia cells 3. (Right) Density counter plot highlighting stage-wise differences in

and display regions where more mutant (blue) or more control (red) cells are

.

temporal trajectory (x axis): the origin (time 0, left), comprising cells identified as

ts: top, excitatory neurons LII–IV; middle, excitatory neurons LV–VI; bottom,

eudotime frame. Top left shows distribution of different populations across the

-wise differences in proportion of cells between control and mutant per branch

< 0.05), calculated as reported in (D).

trol and mutant cerebral organoids at day 60, resulting from an unsupervised

mponent has a stronger effect than the second and the second has a stronger

ed between the two ends (blue and red arrows), are indicated and highlight a

itions divided by stage. Changes in abundance were tested by a differential

cant changes (p < 0.1) are highlighted with colored arrows and p values and

pectively, increase and reduction in the mutant.

versus control DEGS (false discovery rate [FDR] <0.05 and log2 fold change
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Figure 4. Increased and sustained proliferation in cerebral organoids carrying CHD8 mutations

(A) Representative images and quantification (right) of ventricular zone (VZ)-like structures of 10-day-old CHD8+/+ and CHD8+/� cerebral organoids, showing a

higher number of EdU- and Ki67-positive cells, but no difference in their ratio, in CHD8+/� organoids. Number of EdU- or Ki67-positive cells represented as

(legend continued on next page)
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its incorporation after 16 h. Interestingly, CHD8+/� organoids, at

both developmental stages, displayed significantly more EdU-

and Ki67-positive cells than in the CHD8+/+ samples

(Figures 4A, 4B, S7A, and S7B), indicating that already at day

10, and consistently at day 20, CHD8 mutations are associated

with an increased number of proliferating cells. This difference

was not due to changes in cell cycle length as suggested by

an equal ratio of Edu/Ki67-positive cells in mutant and control or-

ganoids 16 h after the EdU pulse (Figures 4A, 4B, S7A, and S7B).

Interestingly, at day 10, CHD8+/S62X organoids do not show any

difference in EdU-positive cell number comparedwith control or-

ganoids (Figures S7C and S7D), a finding maintained through

day 20 (with only a non-significant trend toward increased

EdU-labeled cells). This observation is in line with the much

milder phenotype observed in S62X mutant organoids and pa-

tients, indicating that the early increase in proliferating cells

drives the observed increase in organoid size and macrocephaly

in patients.

In line with the expansion of the proliferative compartment, we

found that, at the same early stages, the number of Tbr2-positive

IPs is decreased in the CHD8+/� organoids (Figure S7E). This

reduced neuronal output was reflected at later time points in

decreased thickness of the neuronal layer, as identified by

Map2 staining, and increased amounts of Sox2-positive radial

glia progenitor cells. Together, our data argue that macroce-

phaly-associated CHD8 haploinsufficient mutations lead to

increased brain size in humans by extending the phase of neural

stem cell proliferation, increasing the progenitor pool, and even-

tually resulting in the generation of a higher number of neurons at

later stages.
CHD8 haploinsufficiency affects neural stem cell
proliferation cell autonomously
To understand whether CHD8 haploinsufficiency effects are cell

autonomous while controlling for possible confounders due to

the inherent variability of the model, we employed the stable

eGFP-expressing CHD8 LoF mutant hESC line (CHD8+/�;GFP)

(Figure 1D) to generate mosaic organoids allowing us to track

mutant cells through maturation. We generated control

(CHD8+/+), GFP-CHD8 mutant (CHD8+/�;GFP), and mixed (1:1)

control/GFP-mutant (CHD8+/+/CHD8+/�;GFP, hereinafter referred

to as CHD8mix) organoids (Figure 5A). We next counted the pro-

portion of eGFP-positive or -negative progenitor (Sox2 positive)

and neuronal (NeuN positive) cells at day 60 in control, mutant,

andmixed organoids. In linewith the thicker Sox2 layer observed

in theCHD8+/� organoids (Figure 4D) and indicating a cell-auton-
percentage of DAPI-stained cells. Unpaired t test, *p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; CHD8

Organoids were pulsed with EdU for 1 h and fixed 16 h later. Sections were stain

(B) Representative images and quantification of EdU (yellow) and Ki67 (red) double

proportion of EdU- and Ki67-positive cells inCHD8+/� VZ structures (unpaired t te

for EdU; CHD8+/+, n = 4; CHD8+/�, n= 4 for Ki67).

(C) Representative images of 60-day-old organoids stained for Ki67 (red) and Ctip

and Tbr2+ cells in CHD8 mutant organoids (unpaired t test, CHD8+/+, n = 3; CHD

(D) Representative images for cortical structures fromday 60CHD8+/+ andCHD8+

significant increase in Sox2+ layer thickness and a significant decrease in Map2

**p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ****p < 0.0001; n.s., non-significant. n, number of organoid

least two independent batches. Results are presented as mean ± SD. Scale bar
omous phenotype in mixed organoids at day 60, we found a

higher proportion of Sox2+/GFP+ cells (i.e., CHD8+/�),
compared with Sox2+/GFP� cells (i.e., CHD8+/+) (Figures 5B

and 5C). Conversely, at the same stage, we observed a lower

proportion of CHD8 mutant neuronal cells (i.e., NeuN+/GFP+)

compared with wild-type cells (i.e., NeuN+/GFP�) (Figures 5B

and 5C).

Together, these data indicate that heterozygous CHD8 LoF

mutations lead to a cell-autonomous sustained proliferation of

neural precursors in human cerebral organoids.
CHD8 mutations alter proliferative gene expression
program
Given the function ofCHD8 (Thompson et al., 2008) and the phe-

notypes observed in CHD8 mutant organoids, we carried out a

transcriptomic analysis on 10-day-old cerebral organoids, a

stage enriched for proliferating cells that marks the first deviation

between CHD8+/+ and CHD8+/� cerebral organoid development

(Figure 4A). This uncovered 868 genes dysregulated as a result

of CHD8 LoF (Table S2). Consistent with the functional conver-

gence of ASD genes along specific developmental stages of hu-

man neocortical development (Parikshak et al., 2013; Willsey

et al., 2013), as well as with co-expression networks around

CHD8 targets in human mid-fetal brain, we observed a signifi-

cant enrichment in top ASD-associated genes among the

DEGs (Figure 6A; Table S2), including other chromatin regulators

such as ASH1L and two direct targets of CHD8, ARID1B, and

TBL1XR1. Gene Ontology (GO) analysis showed upregulated

genes to be enriched for terms related to cell cycle regulation,

RNA splicing, and regulation of transcription (Figure 6B;

Table S2). In contrast, downregulated genes were enriched for

terms related to neuronal differentiation and brain development

(Figure 6B; Table S2), underscoring how, already at early stages

of development,CHD8 haploinsufficiency alters the regulation of

neural progenitor proliferation and differentiation. Among the

down- and upregulated genes, respectively 28% and 47% are

reported as CHD8 bound (Sugathan et al., 2014) (Figure 6C),

pointing to a direct effect of CHD8 haploinsufficiency. Interest-

ingly, GO term enrichment analysis on downregulated genes

showed a functional partitioning between direct and indirect tar-

gets, with indirect targets enriched in neurogenesis regulation

and direct targets enriched for chromatin modifiers and tran-

scriptional regulators (Figure 6D and Table S2). This suggests

that, in progenitor cells, CHD8 acts directly on gene regulation,

and indirectly on neurogenesis, reflecting either intermediate ef-

fectors or the proliferative skew of the neural stem cell
+/+, n = 7; CHD8+/�, n = 10 for EdU; CHD8+/+, n = 5; CHD8+/�, n= 5 for Ki67.

ed for EdU (yellow), Ki67 (red), and DAPI (blue).

labeling of 20-day-oldCHD8+/+ andCHD8+/� organoids, showing an increased

st, ***p < 0.001 for EdU and p = 0.06 for Ki67;CHD8+/+, n = 12; CHD8+/�, n = 13

2 neurons (yellow). Quantification (right) revealed an increased number of Ki67+

8+/�, n= 5 for Ki67; CHD8+/+, n = 4; CHD8+/�, n= 6 for Tbr2).
/� cerebral organoids stained for Sox2 (red) andMap2 (yellow), showing (right) a

+ layer thickness (unpaired t test, CHD8+/+, n= 11; CHD8+/�, n= 13).*p < 0.05;

s investigated (multiple rosettes per organoids were analyzed) obtained from at

s, 50 mm for (A)–(C), 100 mm for (D).
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Figure 5. CHD8 haploinsufficiency leads to cell-autono-

mous defects

(A) Cartoon explaining the strategy for the generation of CHD8+/+,

CHD8+/+ 1:1 mixed with CHD8+/GFP (CHD8mix), and CHD8+/GFP ce-

rebral organoids.

(B) Representative images of CHD8+/+ and CHD8mix and

CHD8+/�;GFP developing cortical structures, stained for NeuN (yel-

low) and Sox2 at day 60.

(C) Significant increase of Sox2+ cells in CHD8+/GFP and a larger

proportion of Sox2+GFP+ cell population in CHD8mix cortical

structures. Ordinary one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s

multiple comparisons test; CHD8+/+, n= 4; CHD8+GFP; n = 3;

CHD8mix, n = 5) and reduction in NeuN+ neurons among CHD8+/GFP

cells in the CHD8mix and in CHD8+/GFP cortical structures. Ordinary

one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test;

CHD8+/+, n= 4; CHD8+/GFP, n = 3; CHD8mix, n= 5). *p < 0.05;

**p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ****p < 0.0001. n, number of organoids

investigated (multiple rosettes per organoids were analyzed). Re-

sults are presented as mean ± SD.
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Figure 6. Cell-type-specific gene expression defects in CHD8 mutant cerebral organoids

(A) Volcano plot displaying results from the differential expression analysis between CHD8+/+ and CHD8+/� organoids as negative decadian logarithm of the FDR

adjusted p value on the y axis and the binary logarithm of the fold change on the x axis. Genes displaying significant differential expression betweenCHD8+/+ and

CHD8+/� (adjusted p value% 0.05, 868 genes) are shown in blue and red for genes down- and upregulated in CHD8+/� organoids, respectively. Genes excluded

because of significant differences between the two wild-type controls are shown in gray and genes associated with ASD based on the SFARI list are displayed as

green triangles (Table S2).

(B) The graph shows selected Gene Ontology (GO) biological processes enriched in genes downregulated (left) or upregulated (right) in CHD8+/� organoids.

Branch length represents significance of the enrichment, while branch thickness displays the number of dysregulated genes associated with each term.

(C) Overlap between our list of 868 dysregulated genes and CHD8 targets based on published ChIP-seq data (Sugathan et al., 2014), with significant enrichment

for CHD8 binding in upregulated genes (***p < 0.001, Fisher’s exact test, Table S2).

(D) GO term enrichment for downregulated genes split into direct and indirect targets.

(legend continued on next page)
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population. Upregulated genes, on the other hand, showed no

marked difference in GO term enrichment between direct and in-

direct targets (Table S2).

We extended the analysis to the single-cell level by comparing

bulk results with stage-specific differential gene expression

analysis, comparing macrocephaly-associated mutants versus

control lines and thereby cross-validating bulk and single-cell

RNA-seq. We found significant overlap between the DEGs iden-

tified through the two transcriptomic readouts and, importantly,

the dichotomy between proliferation and neurogenesis enrich-

ments observed in bulk data at day 10 was corroborated by

the findings that day 10 upregulated and downregulated genes

mapped, at day 20, onto DEGs from distinct cell clusters (Fig-

ure 6E), with the former enriched in cycling radial glia cells while

the latter were in clusters further along differentiation.

We proceeded to annotate the function of genes aberrantly

expressed in CHD8 mutants in specific cell types, performing

GO enrichment analysis for each cluster at each developmental

stage (Table S1). This revealed an upregulation of genes

belonging to GO terms related to cell cycle, mRNA metabolism,

ribosome biogenesis, and translation initiation (Table S1) in

proliferating cells (RG1–3). Among the top 20 DEGs in radial

glia cell clusters at day 20, ZEB2 caught our attention due its

recent implication in cortical expansion (2.5-fold below control

levels; Figure 6F). ZEB2 encodes a transcription factor pro-

moting neuroepithelial differentiation into radial glia, thus

determining the initial number of proliferating cells and thereby

controlling cortical tissue expansion (Benito-Kwiecinski et al.,

2020). Consistently, we found enrichment for ZEB2 chromatin

immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq)-defined targets

among the DEGs of multiple clusters at day 20 (Figure 6G),

whose specificity (enrichment in upregulated genes for cycling

cells and for downregulated genes in more differentiated cells)

further indicates ZEB2 as a potential mediator of the impact of

CHD8 haploinsufficiency on the proliferative dynamics of the

neural stem cell compartment. We supplemented this targeted

analysis with an unbiased approach searching for other tran-

scription factors that may contribute to the observed pheno-

types affecting gene expression in RG cells. We identified three

additional genes fulfilling the same criteria of ZEB2 (i.e., differen-

tial expression and enrichment of targets among the DEGs in the

RG clusters) (Figure S8A; Table S3). Of note, one of them is

RCOR1, a co-repressor of REST, a gene previously linked to

CHD8 (Katayama et al., 2016). RCOR1 has itself been linked to

the regulation of proliferation/differentiation balance in the devel-

oping brain (Monaghan et al., 2017).

To place our DE results in the context of previous studies, we

looked at the overlap of our results with published DEGs (Cotney

et al., 2015; Durak et al., 2016; Gompers et al., 2017; Katayama

et al., 2016; Mariani et al., 2015; Sugathan et al., 2014; Wang

et al., 2017) (Figures S8B and S8C). We found significant overlap
(E) Overlap between DEGs identified in bulk RNA-seq from day 10 and DEGs from

down- and upregulated DEGs separately. Only significant overlaps (Fisher’s exa

(F) ZEB2 expression in RG1 at day 20 and day 60 from scRNA-seq data. log2(fo

(G) Overlap between ZEB2 target genes (see STARMethods) andDEGs in scRNA-

axis displays the set of DEGs that was used for the overlap (all, upregulated, or d

adjusted p value <0.05).
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with most datasets for our bulk data, with direction-specific

overlaps mostly in studies investigating neural stem cells

(NSCs) or neural progenitor cells (NPCs), in line with the early

time point of our experiment. For our scRNA-seq data, the re-

sults reflect the sample origin with most enrichments across

clusters found in comparisons with the two organoid studies,

especially at day 20. At later time points, the enrichment is

more cell type restricted, with most significant overlaps in clus-

ters of excitatory neurons and IP. At day 120, for ENE and

EN2, these enrichments also hold true when only comparing up-

regulated genes, indicating a higher degree of concordance.

CHD8mutations affectmRNAprocessing in post-mitotic
neurons
Single-cell differential expression analysis highlighted a prefer-

ential impact of CHD8 haploinsufficiency on specific cell

populations in terms of number of genes modulated at the tran-

scriptional level (Figure 3E). We thus focused on those clusters

with the highest number of DEGs to find indications about the

potential downstream impact of CHD8 haploinsufficiency on hu-

man cortex developmental programs, noting that two of themost

affected clusters in terms of DEGs (ENE and IN_IP) are the ones

immediately preceding the most affected clusters in terms of cell

frequencies (EN1 and IN) (Figure 3), thereby linking upstream

transcriptional changes to downstream population imbalances.

In light of previous findings from murine fetal brain that associ-

ated alternative splicing alterations to CHD8-linked develop-

mental delay (Gompers et al., 2017), we investigated whether

RNA processing could also be affected in the human setting

and related to specific developing subpopulations. We thus

probed the delta percentage spliced-in index (dPSI) with a

pseudo-bulk approach (Wang et al., 2008) examining stage-

and population-specific changes in splicing patterns. As a result,

we found significantly different dPSI scores in a subset of genes

in IN_IP, IN, and ENE/EN1 populations when comparing

CHD8+/+ andCHD8+/� and benchmarking against the physiolog-

ical regulation of alternative splicing across control clusters

(Table S4). We complemented this analysis with an approach

at the single-cell level, by applying to the same dataset a recently

introduced algorithm (SpliZVD; Olivieri et al., 2021). Interestingly,

when applying functional enrichment analysis on the identified

genes, both approaches (pseudo-bulk and single cell) showed

consistent canonical pathways, especially at later time points,

with most of the top-10 categories (ranked according to single-

cell analysis) shared between day 60 and day 120 (Table S4).

Among the enriched pathways, EIF2 signaling was the top

scoring, with several of the components showing significantly

different dPSI scores in mutant organoids (Figure S9). This map-

ping revealed the downstream part of the pathway, related to

ribosome assembly and translational initiation, as the most

affected. Interestingly, both ribosomal proteins and translation
scRNA-seq at day 20 (no FC cutoff). Comparisons are for all DEGs as well as

ct test FDR adjusted p value <0.05) are shown.

ld change) is indicated for this comparison.

seq at day 20 (no FC cutoff). Different clusters are shown on the y axis, and the x

ownregulated). Only significant overlaps are included (Fisher’s exact test FDR
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initiation factors have previously been involved in alternative

splicing and splicing rate dynamics, especially of their own tran-

scripts, outlining a self-regulatory circuit between transcriptional

and translational dynamics (Bohnsack and Bohnsack, 2019; Ka-

chaev et al., 2021) whose key components now emerge to be

vulnerable to CHD8 haploinsufficiency. Moreover, we were

able to pinpoint population-specific effects on theCHD8-depen-

dent alternative splicing alterations with the excitatory neurons

(EN2) showing these alterations throughout the examined time

points (Figures S9B–S9D).

DISCUSSION

CHD8 haploinsufficiency is a high-confidence risk factor for

ASD. Despite significant progress in genotype-phenotype rela-

tionships, the human neurodevelopmental trajectories that

underlie them are still poorly understood. In particular, while

ASD features are invariably present, albeit with variable severity,

macrocephaly is present in only up to one-half to two-thirds of

cases (Hanly et al., 2020), affording the opportunity to dissect

the impact of different mutations in terms of shared versus

distinct neurodevelopmental outcomes. Here we pursued a first

genotype-phenotype dissection of CHD8 haploinsufficiency in

terms of human neurodevelopmental trajectories at single-cell

resolution.

First, we focused on the initial stages of neuroectoderm spec-

ification and modified culture conditions to improve the effi-

ciency and reproducibility of cerebral organoid derivation as a

prerequisite for robust phenotypic scoring. We next built on

our previous transcriptomic benchmarking of iPSC-based dis-

ease modeling (Germain and Testa, 2017) and adopted a

longitudinal isogenic design aimed at (1) comparing in the

same genetic background LoF of the critical CHD8 helicase

domain with patient-specific truncating mutations differentially

associated to macrocephaly; (2) tracking CHD8 dosage-depen-

dent neurodevelopmental trajectories by sampling multiple time

points corresponding to key morphological and molecular mile-

stones; (3) resolving the cell-autonomous component of CHD8

haploinsufficiency.

Our findings enable us to draw the following conclusions. First,

CHD8 haploinsufficiency alters the proliferation/differentiation

dynamics, with an expansion of the neural progenitors’ compart-

ment. Control-mutant mosaic organoids show this effect to be

cell autonomous, while both bulk and single-cell transcriptomics

converged on the identification of its molecular underpinnings in

terms of a dysregulation, in radial glia cells, of neuronal differen-

tiation and cell cycle regulatory pathways. These were, respec-

tively, down- and upregulated and included a significant fraction

of bona fide CHD8 direct targets. Importantly, these early CHD8

targets overlap significantly with bona fide ASD-causative genes

(De Rubeis et al., 2014), enabling the systematic benchmark of

this convergent subset of ASD syndromes against the neurode-

velopmental trajectories uncovered in this work.

Importantly, while the relevance of the genetic background

even for highly penetrant mutations is being increasingly recog-

nized (Ardhanareeswaran et al., 2017), the observation that the

patient-specific mutation not associated to macrocephaly did

not induce overgrowth underscores the sensitivity of our orga-
noid system in capturing pathophysiological readouts of pa-

tient-specific mutations.

Second, the CHD8mutations causing cerebral organoid over-

growth (and associated to macrocephaly in patients) disrupt the

balance between excitatory and inhibitory neuronal production,

with a delayed production of excitatory neurons (both lower

and upper layers) and a major increase in interneuron output at

day 60 that emerged from single-cell transcriptomics as the

most conspicuous subpopulation change in mutant lines. This

temporal and lineage specificity of CHD8 impact acquires even

greater salience through the partitioning of gene expression dys-

regulation revealed by single-cell transcriptomics. Indeed, only

selected cell populations appear vulnerable to CHD8 dosage,

and among these only some significantly so throughout develop-

ment, as in the case of the RG3 cluster of radial glia (i.e., radial

glia in the G1 phase of the cell cycle) and the corticofugal neu-

rons. The contrast is indeed particularly striking when comparing

the excitatory and inhibitory trajectories, with interneuron pro-

genitors and early intermediates greatly affected only through

day 60, while both lower- and upper-layer excitatory neurons

become increasingly affected over time. These findings uncover

a bimodal developmental impact of CHD8 haploinsufficiency,

with an early switch that accelerates interneuron fate acquisition

but with relatively little lasting impact on interneuron transcrip-

tional identity, accompanied by a delay in excitatory fate that

leaves a major lasting legacy (i.e., high number of DEGs) on

the transcriptional identity, especially of lower-layer neurons.

Finally, by probing cell-type-specific transcriptional dysregu-

lation, we uncover RNA processing as a layer of CHD8

dosage-dependent vulnerability. Mouse studies had previously

reported splicing alterations in Chd8 heterozygous mutants

(Gompers et al., 2017). This is in line with evidence from ASD pa-

tient cohorts, with alterations in alternative splicing patterns re-

ported in blood samples of young ASD patients (Stamova

et al., 2013) aswell as in a large cohort of ASD individuals by tran-

scriptomics analyses on postmortem brain specimens (Parik-

shak et al., 2013). Here we found that mutants displayed differ-

ences in the pattern of alternatively spliced transcripts, with

interneuron and excitatory compartments being the most

affected. Strikingly, these alternatively processed transcripts

specifically recovered from the cell clusters most affected by

CHD8 haploinsufficiency code in turn for proteins involved in

mRNA processing and splicing, pointing to an amplifying

cascade of CHD8 dosage-dependent dysregulation in RNA pro-

cessing (Table S4).

Categories found concordantly enriched encompass relevant

biological functions such as EIF2 signaling (Cagnetta et al., 2019;

Tomoiaga et al., 2020) and mitochondrial dysfunction (Legido

et al., 2013), both already associated with ASD.

Importantly, having included in the analysis the physiological

dynamics of developmentally regulated alternative splicing in

controls, we can rule out that the aberrations in mutants are a

byproduct of developmental skews rather than a primary

effect of CHD8 haploinsufficiency. In conclusion, our work ex-

poses the neurodevelopmental impact of CHD8 haploinsuffi-

ciency, highlighting its exquisite specificity in terms of affected

pathways and temporal windows that underlie patient-relevant

endophenotypes.
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Limitations of the study
While our analysis highlights a lengthening of the proliferative

phase of excitatory neuron progenitors as a potential factor

leading to the increased brain size seen in patients with muta-

tions in CHD8, it cannot exclude that additional phenotypes are

also at play. In particular, changes affecting brain areas or

cellular features that are not recapitulated in the cerebral orga-

noids may have not been captured in our study. In addition,

future studies are warranted to probe the excitatory and

inhibitory neuron ratio changes at the functional level and un-

derstand how the observed changes affect the activity of the

circuitry. Furthermore, while we identified changes in the

expression of certain transcription factors, and their targets,

as potential critical changes linking CHD8 haploinsufficiency

to macrocephaly, we did not perform rescue experiments to

assess the contribution of each of these factors on the pheno-

type. Finally, our analysis on the effect of CHD8 mutations in

alternative splicing highlights their impact on RNA processing,

which will have to be further dissected at the mechanistic level

through follow-up ad hoc studies. Although our approach

included the use of two different algorithms (dPSI and

SpliZVD), these results warrant further functional validation to

address the consequences of changes in alternative isoform ra-

tios in terms of their impact on critical neurodevelopmental

periods.
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Rabbit polyclonal anti-CHD8 C-terminus Novus Biologicals Cat#NB100-60418; RRID:AB_905325

Rabbit monoclonal anti-CHD8 N-terminus Cell Signaling Cat#77694; RRID:AB_2799904

Rabbit polyclonal anti- P70 S6 Kinase Cell Signaling Cat#2708; RRID:AB_390722

Rabbit polyclonal anti-GAPDH Millipore Cat#ABS16; RRID:AB_10806772
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Rat monoclonal anti-CTIP2 Abcam Cat# ab18465; RRID:AB_2064130

Critical commercial assays

QuantSeq 30 mRNA-Seq FWD

Library Prep Kit

Lexogen Cat#015 N/A

Deposited data

Raw bulk RNA sequencing data This paper ArrayExpress:E-MTAB-9933

Raw single cell sequencing data This paper ArrayExpress: E-MTAB-11406

ZEB2 ChIP-seq data ENCODE Project

Consortium, 2012

GEO: GSE91749

Human reference genome

NCBI build 38, GRCh38

Genome Reference Consortium http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/

genome/assembly/grc/human/

GENCODE Genome annotation

Release 24

The GENCODE Project https://www.gencodegenes.org/

human/release_24.html

Experimental models: Cell lines

H9 ES cells WiCell Cat#WA09; RRID:CVCL_9773

Oligonucleotides

See Table S5B This paper N/A

Recombinant DNA

pX330-U6-Chimeric_BB-CBh-hSpCas9 Ran et al. (2013b) Addgene Cat#42230;

RRID:Addgene_42230

pCR2.1 vector ThermoFisher Cat#K202020 N/A

CHD8_E19KO_PGK-Neo_pCAG-GFP This paper N/A

Software and algorithms

CRISPR Design tool Hsu et al. (2013) http://crispr.mit.edu/

CRISPOR Concordet and

Haeussler et al. (2018)

http://crispor.tefor.net/

Fiji/ImageJ Schindelin et al. (2012) https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/
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Cellpose version 0.1.0.1 Stringer et al. (2020) https://www.cellpose.org/

BBDuk – BBMap package Joint Genome Institute http://jgi.doe.gov/data-and-tools/bbtools/

STAR version 2.5.4 Dobin et al. (2013) https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR

DESeq2 version 1.12.4 Love et al. (2014) https://bioconductor.org/packages/

release/bioc/html/DESeq2.html

GOstats version 2.36.0 Falcon and Gentleman (2007) https://bioconductor.org/packages/

release/bioc/html/GOstats.html

GOTreeVis GitHub https://github.com/dottercp/GOTreeVis

HOMER version 4.11 Heinz et al. (2010) http://homer.ucsd.edu/homer/

ngs/quantification.html

enrichR version 3.0 Kuleshov et al. (2016) https://github.com/wjawaid/enrichR

Enrichr Kuleshov et al. (2016) https://maayanlab.cloud/Enrichr/

ggh4x version 0.2.1 GitHub https://github.com/teunbrand/ggh4x

scGen Lotfollahi et al. (2019) https://github.com/theislab/scgen

Scanpy version 1.6.0 Wolf et al. (2018) https://pypi.org/project/scanpy/

SCINA semi-supervised

annotations algorithm

Zhang et al. (2019) https://github.com/jcao89757/SCINA

Palantir algorithm Setty et al. (2019) https://github.com/dpeerlab/Palantir

STREAM algorithm Chen et al. (2019) https://stream.pinellolab.partners.org/

TopGo 2.42.0 Rahnenfuhrer 2020 https://bioconductor.org/packages/

release/bioc/html/topGO.html

Alevin Srivastava et al. (2019) https://salmon.readthedocs.io/

en/latest/alevin.html

SUPPA2 Trincado et al. (2018) https://github.com/comprna/SUPPA

SICILIAN Dehghannasiri et al. (2021) https://cgc.sbgenomics.com/

public/apps/jordanski.milos/

deepest-fusion/sicilian/

SpliZ pipeline Olivieri et al. (2021) https://github.com/juliaolivieri/

SpliZ_pipeline

GraphPad Prism 6.0 GraphPad Software www.graphpad.com

Python module and cellpose filter This paper https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6327683
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Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact Gaia No-

varino (gnovarino@ist.ac.at).

Materials availability
Human H9 embryonic stem (ES) cells (WA09) are available from commercial sources (WiCell). All CHD8mutant cell lines used in this

study are available from the lead contact subject to institutional MTA regulations. Newly generated plasmid constructs

(CHD8_E19KO_PGK-Neo_pCAG-GFP) are available upon request.

Data and code availability
d Single-cell and bulk RNA-seq data have been deposited at ArrayExpress and are publicly available as of the date of publication.

Accession numbers are listed in the key resources table. Original western blot images and microscopy data reported in this

paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

d All code for the cell counting pipeline have been deposited at Github and is available as of the date of publication, DOI is listed in

the key resources table.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

One human female ES cell line was used in this study. Feeder-independent humanH9 ES cells (WA09) were purchased fromWiCell at

passage 24, and maintained on growth factor reduced Matrigel basement membrane (Corning, #356230) in mTeSR1 (later changed

to StemFlex (Gibco)) medium (Stemcell Technologies) according to WiCell indications. Cells were passaged using 0.5 mM EDTA (pH

8.0). All CHD8+/� and CHD8+/gfp lines were generated using this cell line as described in the methods details. Human ESCs used in

this project were approved for use in this project by an ERC ethics committee. Commercial H9 ES cell line was authenticated by the

provider.

METHODS DETAILS

Batch information
Detailed information on the number of samples and batches used for each experiment is summarized on Table S5.

Oligonucleotide sequences
Sequences referred to as sN can be found in Table S5.

Plasmids
gRNA/Cas9-coding plasmids for nucleofection experiments were obtained by cloning gRNA sequences targeting PAM regions in

exon 17 (s1/2) and exon 19 (s3/4) of CHD8 into the pX330-U6-Chimeric_BB-CBh-hSpCas9 (Addgene #42230) according to the pro-

tocol from Zhang group (Ran et al., 2013b). Guide RNA sequences were designed through the CRISPR Design tool (http://crispr.mit.

edu/) and had reported score of 94 (target in exon 17) and 96 (target in exon 19). For E1114X and S62X gRNA sequences were de-

signed using CRISPOR (http://crispor.tefor.net/) and cloned as described above (E1114X: s5/6, S62X: s7/8).

The donor plasmid for homology-driven recombination (HDR)-mediated repair (CHD8_E19KO_PGK-Neo_pCAG-GFP) was ob-

tained by multiple sequence subcloning into the pCR2.1 vector (ThermoFisher) as follows: the humanized Renilla green fluorescent

protein (hrGFP) coding sequence and the pCAGpromoter sequencewere inserted by restriction enzyme cloning. In the resulting vec-

tor, the left homology arm (amplification primers: s9/10) and the right arm (amplification primers: s11/12) were cloned by In-Fusion

cloning (Clontech); finally, the PGK-Neo sequence was cloned by In-Fusion cloning. For E1114X and S62X the same vector was used

but the PGK-Neo cassette was removed as it was no longer needed (HA amplification primers: s13–16 and s17-20, respectively).

Here the homology arms included the premature stop codon mutations found in patients (E1114X and S62X).

Generation of CHD8+/� and CHD8+/gfp hESC
At a passage number <35, cell colonies were dissociated to single cells by StemPro Accutase treatment (Gibco) for 4min at 37�C and

gentle resuspension in mTeSR1 supplemented with 10 mM Y-27632 (Stemcell Technologies) (later changed to RevitaCell (Gibco).

Cells were counted with Trypan Blue with an automated cell counter (BioRad Tc-20), then 1.2 3 106 cells were resuspended into

Nucleofection buffer (Human Stem Cell Nucleofection Kit 1, Lonza) in the presence of gRNA/Cas9-coding plasmid DNA, and nucle-

ofected in Nucleofector 2B (Lonza, program A-023).

For the generation of deletionCHD8+/�mutants, 5 mg each of two gRNA/Cas9-coding plasmids, targeting PAM sequences in exon

17 and 19 of CHD8 respectively, were used. After nucleofection cells were resuspended in mTeSR1 supplemented with ROCK in-

hibitor and replated on a well of a 24-well culture plate for 48 h in order to promote recovery, after which time the medium was re-

placed with mTeSR1 or StemFlex in absence of ROCK inhibitor and changed daily until a confluence of 80%was reached. Cells were

then again dissociatedwith Accutase treatment as indicated above and a fifth of the total amountwas plated on a 10cmculture dish in

mTeSR1 supplemented with ROCK inhibitor or StemFlex supplemented with RevitaCell to obtain a cell density which would favor the

formation of single cell-derived colonies. After 3-4 days, the mediumwas replaced with mTeSR1 or StemFlex and changed daily until

colonies reached a diameter compatible with colony picking. For the screening of deletion-mutant colonies, around 200 colonies

were picked and expanded in 96-well culture plates, then passaged to obtain replica plates to be used for genomic DNA extraction

and screening of heterozygous deletionmutants. Analysis of off-targets predicted by the CRISPRDesign tool was performed on pos-

itive clones. Confirmed positive clones were then expanded and subjected to at least three subcloning steps to achieve

monoclonality.

For the generation ofCHD8+/�;GFP insertionmutants, 33 106 cells were nucleofected as described above, in the presence of 2.5 mg

of exon 17-targeting gRNA/Cas9-coding plasmid and 7.5 mg of the linearized CHD8_E19KO_PGK-Neo_pCAG-GFP donor plasmid.

After nucleofection cells were plated on a 10 cm culture dish. After 96 h, the medium was replaced and 50 mg/mL G418 added to

select neomycin-resistant cells. Since H9 single cell survival is affected by cell density, selective medium was changed daily until

elimination of an amount of non-resistant cells compatible with viability of resistant colonies, as described in Moore et al. (Moore

et al., 2010). GFP-positive resistant clones were monitored and picked under an EVOS FL imaging system (ThermoFisher). Picked

colonies were expanded, screened for heterozygous insertion mutations, subjected to off-target analysis and subcloned to reach

monoclonality as described above. The possible off-targets for deletion lines were determined using the CRISPR Design tool

(http://crispr.mit.edu/). There were three possible off-target sites in coding regions and all are checked by PCR (primers: s21 – s26).
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For E1114X and S62X the premature stop mutation was introduced via mutations in the homology arms and the GFP cassette for

selection was inserted downstream of this mutation. Nucleofection was performed as described above forCHD8+/-;GFP. We checked

the top E1114X off-targets: two exons (primers: s27-30) and four introns (primers: s31-38), as well as S62X off-targets: four exons

(primers: s39-46) and in three introns (primers: s47-52). CRISPOR offtarget predictions for all guides can be found in Table S5.

RT-qPCR
Total mRNA was isolated from hESCs, EBs and organoids at different stages in triplicate using Trizol (Ambion). Potential

contaminating DNA was removed using DNase1 treatment and 1 mg RNA was used for cDNA synthesis using SuperScript III (Life

Technologies). qPCR was performed using the LightCycler� 480 SYBR Green I Master on a Roche LightCycler� 480, according

to the manufacturer’s instructions with primers for hCHD8 (s53/54) and hTBP (s55/56) for normalization. Plots of the results were

generated in R.

Western blot
Whole-cell protein extracts from hESCs were prepared by lysing cells in RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.6, 1% Triton X-100, 0.5%

Na-deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 150 mMNaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 1x Protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche). Extracts were denatured by adding

Laemmli buffer and boiling for 5 min at 95�C, then 20 mg were resolved on a 6% SDS-PAGE (10% for GAPDH) and transferred to

0.45 mM Immobilon�-P PVDF membranes (Millipore). Protein extracts from day 50 cerebral organoids were obtained by disrupting

organoids through pipetting in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 140 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, 0.5% NP-40, 0.25%

Triton X-100, Protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche) and sonicating (5 cycles, 30 sec each cycle). 50 mg aliquots were then resolved

as described above. Membranes were blocked in 0.05% Tween-PBS, 5%milk for 6 hours at 4�C and incubated with a CHD8 primary

antibody (rabbit, C-terminus Novus Biologicals NB100-60418; N-terminus Cell Signaling #77694; 1:2000) in blocking solution

overnight at 4�C. The next day membranes were washed and incubated for one hour at room temperature with anti-Rabbit IgG

(H+L)-conjugated secondary antibody (donkey, Pierce SA1-200, 1: 1000), then washed and signal detected by enhanced chemilu-

minescence (Pierce, #32209 and #34095). CHD8 levels were normalized to P70 S6 Kinase (rabbit, Cell Signaling 2708, 1:1000) or

GAPDH (rabbit, Millipore, 1:1000).

Southern blot
Genomic DNA was digested with the chosen restriction enzymes (New England Biolabs) (CHD8+/-: EcoRV and NsiI; CHD8+/S62X:

EcoRv and EcoRI; CHD8+/E1114X: EcoRV and NsiI), separated in a 0.8% agarose gel, transferred to a positively charged membrane

(Roche, 11209299001) and hybridized with DIG labeled probes (Roche, 11218590910). Membranes were imaged with Molecular Im-

aging GE Healthcare Amersham 600.

Generation of cerebral organoids from hESC
At a confluency of 70-80%, CHD8+/+, CHD8+/- or CHD8+/-,GFP cells were dissociated to single cells using Accutase as described

above. A total of 9000 cells, later optimized to 2500 cells, was transferred to each well of an ultra-low-binding-96-well plate (Corning)

in mTeSR1 media supplemented with 50 mM Y-27632. Cells were allowed to aggregate to EBs and fed every second day. At day 3

supplements were removed and from day 6 the generation of cerebral organoids was performed according to Lancaster and Kno-

blich (Lancaster and Knoblich, 2014). Briefly, EBs were transferred to neural induction medium (NIM) in low-adhesion 24-well plates

(Corning), and fed every second day for 5 days until formation of neuroepithelial tissue (day 0 of cerebral organoid formation). Neuro-

epithelial tissue-displaying organoids were embedded in Matrigel droplets (Corning, #356234) and grown in cerebral organoid me-

dium (COM) supplemented with B27 without vitamin A (Gibco) and fed every other day. After 4 days tissues were transferred to COM

supplemented with B27 containing vitamin A and placed on a horizontal shaker at 70-100rpm. Cerebral organoids were fed twice a

week.

For BrdU and EdU incorporation experiments, organoids were incubated with COM supplemented with 10mM BrdU (Sigma) or

10mM EdU for 1h at 37�C, then washed with 1x PBS and either processed directly for immunostaining or incubated for 16h with

COM, washed with 1x PBS and processed for immunostaining.

Histology and immunofluorescence
Cerebral organoids were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 min at 4�C and washed in 1x phosphate buffered saline (PBS) two

times for 10 min. Tissues were dehydrated in 30% sucrose until they sunk and then embedded in O.C.T. (Tissue Tek). Cerebral or-

ganoids harvested at day 10, 20, and 50 were cryosectioned at 14-18 mm, and cerebral organoids harvested at day 60-62 were cry-

osectioned at 18-20 mm. For immunofluorescence, sections were washed 3 3 5min in 1x PBS and blocked and permeabilized in

0.5% Triton X-100 and 4% normal goat serum in PBS. Sections were then incubated with primary antibodies in 0.3% Triton

X-100, 4% normal goat serum at 4�C overnight. Sections stained for BrdU were first incubated with 2N HCl solution (pH 0.6–0.9)

at RT for 30 min followed by washing 3 3 5 min in PBS before blocking. Primary antibody dilutions used: BrdU (rat, AbD

Serotec MCA2060T, 1:500), N-cadherin (mouse, ThermoFisher 33-3900, 1:500), Sox2 (rabbit, Millipore AB5603, 1:300), Laminin

(rat, Abcam ab44941, 1:500), Tbr2 (chicken, Millipore AB15894, 1:300), Cleaved Caspase-3 (rabbit, Cell Signaling 9661, 1:600),

Map2 (mouse, Sigma M4403-50UL, 1:500), phosphor-Histone H3 (rabbit, Millipore 06-570, 1:500), NeuN (mouse, Abcam,
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ab104224, 1:300), Parvalbumin (mouse, Millipore, MAB1572, 1:250), Foxg1 (rabbit, Abcam, ab18259), Emx1 (rabbit, Sigma,

HPA00641), Ctip2 (rat, Abcam, ab18465). For double labeling with Ki67 (rabbit, Leica, NCL-Ki67p, 1:300 and rat, Abcam,

ab156956) and BrdU sections underwent heat induced antigen retrieval with Dako target retrieval solution (Dako, S1699). In brief,

sections were washed 3 3 5 min in 1x PBS, emerged in antigen retrieval solution, heated up from 65� to 95�C, left at 95�C for

10 min, allowed to cool to RT for 30 min, washed 33 5 min in PBS followed by normal goat serum blocking and antibody incubation

as described above. The next day sections were washed 3 3 5 min in PBS and incubated for 1 hour at RT with fluorophore-conju-

gated secondary antibodies. For EdU labeling, the Click-iT A647 (Invitrogen) kit was used. Secondary antibodies were donkey or goat

Alexa Fluor A488, 555, 594, 647 conjugates (ThermoFisher, 1:1000). DNA nuclear counterstaining was performed using DAPI

(ThermoFisher) or Hoechst (Invitrogen, 33,342) in 1x PBS before mounting in DAKO fluorescent mounting medium. Z-stack tile scans

of whole organoid sections or VZ-like structures were acquired using LSM700 and LSM800 confocal systems (Zeiss).

Image processing and quantification
Images for analysis and Figures were adjusted for brightness/contrast in Fiji/ImageJ (Schindelin et al., 2012). Thickness of the Map2-

positive layer was assessed only in developing cortical regions facing the outer border of the cerebral organoids. For each structure,

three measurements were taken at 45� angles to obtain the mean value.

Semi-automated cell counting
Extraction of cell counting regions:Regions of interest (ROIs) (pixel size: 0.312 mm; voxel depth: 1.5 mm)were extracted with a custom

ImageJ (ver. 1.52p) Python macro. After manual selection of polygon ROIs, cropped 2D images are extracted for segmentation in the

selected reference channel (Hoechst 33342) and stored in the output directory. For all other channels, cropped 3D images are ex-

tracted with the number of z-slices specified by the user (±1 z-slices in reference to the ROIs z-position) and stored to the output

directory. Pixels outside of the polygon ROI are set to 0.

Cell segmentation with Cellpose: For segmenting cell bodies in 2D in the extracted ROIs, we use the pre-trained deep neural

network cyto fromCellpose (vers. 0.1.0.1) in single channel mode. We set the only required input parameter for Cellpose, the approx-

imate cell diameter in pixel, to 18px (5.62 mm). Cellpose cell segmentations were done in batches of folders containing ROI reference

images. Segmented nuclei are visually inspected to verify the quality of segmentation and the correct identification of cellular struc-

tures. Segmented structures that do not correspond to cell nuclei were removed from the analysis.

Cell filtering and counting:A customPythonmodule cellpose_filter then loads segmentationmasks and previously extracted reporter

channels for each ROI. It filters segmented cell masks based onwell-established cell morphologymeasures (see below), displays them

together with all extracted reporter channels for visual inspection, and computes mean fluorescence intensity values per cell in each

reporter channels for all ROIs. Average and single z-slice intensity values are exported (Excel.xlsx) for subsequent thresholding.

To exclude potential cell segmentation with irregular shape and morphology, all the cell masks were filtered to have a minimum

area of 19.46 mm2 (200 px) and a maximum area of 97.32 mm2 (1000 px). In addition, cell masks were discarded if their circularity

is below 0.5, roundness below 0.2, and solidity below 0.8, where:

Circularity = 4p
Area

Perimeter2
˛ð0;1�
Roundness = 4p
Area

Major axis2
˛ð0;1�
Solidity Convex =
Area

Convex area
˛ð0; 1�

With Major axis being the length of the ellipse fit having identical secondary moments of inertia.

All cell counts are computed by defining thresholds for each reporter channel manually for batches of images.

RNA sequencing
For the bulk RNA-seq experiment at day 10 after Matrigel droplet embedding we used twelve samples from a single batch (6x wild-

type, two independent lines and 6x CHD8+/-, two independent clones). Each sample was comprised of a pool of three organoids at

day 10 were dissociated in 700 mL Trizol (Invitrogen) by passing them 20–30 times through a 20G needle. RNA extraction was

performed by adding 140 mL chloroform (Sigma), followed by centrifugation for 15 min at 12,000 g at 4�C. The aqueous upper

phase was transferred to a new tube and mixed with 1.5 volumes of 100% EtOH. RNA was extracted using Zymo-Spin IC columns

(Zymo Research). In short, the aqueous phase/ethanol mixture was loaded onto the column, washed with 400 mL 70% EtOH before

being treated with RQ1 DNAseI (Promega, 5mL + 5 mL reaction buffer +40 mL 70%EtOH) for 15 min at RT. After two washes with 70%

EtOH the sample was eluted from the column with DEPC-treated H2O. RNA concentration was measured using the NanoDrop

spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific) and quality was assessed with the Bioanalyzer 2100 employing the RNA 6000 Nano kit
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(Agilent). 1 mg of RNA was used for cDNA library preparation using the QuantSeq 30 mRNA-Seq FWD Library Prep Kit (Lexogen) ac-

cording to the manual. Library quality and size distribution were assessed with the High Sensitivity DNA Analysis Kit for the Bio-

analyzer 2100 (Agilent). Concentration wasmeasured on aQubit� 2.0 fluorometer using theQubit� dsDNAHSAssay Kit and libraries

were pooled in equimolar amounts. Sequencing was performed by the NGS facility of the Vienna Biocenter Core Facilities.

Transcriptomic analysis
Demultiplexed raw sequencing reads were trimmed before alignment according to the guidelines provided by Lexogen, i.e. random

primer sequence, adapter contamination and low quality tails were filtered using BBDuk from the BBMap package (http://jgi.doe.

gov/data-and-tools/bbtools/). Trimmed reads were aligned to the human genome using STAR version 2.5.4 (Dobin et al., 2013)

(genome: hg38/GRCh38, gene annotation: Gencode release 24). Only uniquely aligning reads were kept for further analysis. Read

counts per gene were also derived using STAR. Differential expression analysis was done in R 3.3.1 using the Bioconductor package

DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014) version 1.12.4, employing an FDR threshold of 0.05, local fit for estimating dispersion and default param-

eters otherwise. The comparison was done at the genotype level, wildtype with mutant (6 samples vs 6 samples). To be more strin-

gent regarding variability between lines differential expression analysis was also performed for the twowildtype lines alone and genes

significantly dysregulated between wildtype lines were removed from the DEGs between wildtype and mutant. Gene Ontology

enrichment analysis was done with the Bioconductor package GOstats (Falcon and Gentleman, 2007) version 2.36.0 with a p value

cutoff of 0.001 and conditional testing enabled. GO enrichment results were visualized using the GOTreeVis package (https://github.

com/dottercp/GOTreeVis) for CHD8 binding was performed using a published set of genes with CHD8 bound near their transcription

start site based on ChIP-seq (Sugathan et al., 2014). (5601 genes after filtering for duplicate gene symbols). Data from the Simons

Foundation Autism Research Initiative (SFARI) was downloaded in November 2020. For overlap with scRNA-seq data DEGs for each

cluster were selected as p.adj % 0.05 with no fold change cutoff. Statistical analysis for overlap between gene sets was done in R

using Fisher’s exact test and p values were adjusted for multiple testing with the Benjamini and Hochberg method. Visualization of

differential expression, correlation, and CHD8 binding was done in R (ggplot2 package v3.3.5 (Wickham, 2016)).

Single cell transcriptomics
Organoids collected at days 20, 60 and 120were dissociated by incubation with a solution of Papain (30U/mL,Worthington LS03126)

andDNAseI (3U/uL, ZymoResearch) for 30–45min depending on organoid size. Dissociated suspensions were passed once through

0.4 mm FlowmiTM cell strainers, resuspended in PBS and counted using TC20 automatic cell counter (Biorad). Resulting single-cell

suspension was mixed with RT-PCR master mix at a density of 1000 cells/ml and loaded together with Chromium Single-Cell 30 gel
beads and partitioning oil into a Chromium Single Cell 30 Chip. The gel beads were coated with unique primers bearing 10x cell barc-

odes, unique molecular identifiers (UMI) and poly(dT) sequences. The chip was then loaded onto a Chromium instrument (10x Ge-

nomics) for single-cell GEM generation and barcoding. Amplified cDNAs were fragmented, and adapter and sample indices were

incorporated into finished libraries, followingmanufacturer’s instructions. The final libraries were quantified byQubit system (Thermo)

and calibrated with an in-house control sequencing library. The size profiles of the pre-amplified cDNA and sequencing libraries were

examined by Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 using a High Sensitivity DNA chip (Agilent). Two indexed libraries were equimolarly pooled and

sequenced on Illumina NOVAseq 6000 platform using the v2 Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA) with a customized paired-end, dual index-

ing format according to the recommendation by 10x Genomics. Using proper cluster density, a coverage around 250 M reads per

sample (2000–5000 cells) were obtained corresponding to at least 50,000 reads/cell.

Reads were aligned to the hg38 human reference genome with Cell Ranger. Low-quality cells were discarded by imposing the

following thresholds: Mitochondrial RNA more than 5% per cell and number of genes less than 450 per cell.

Before downstream analyses, data deriving from the 21 samples was integrated by Conos (Barkas et al., 2019); the resulting clus-

ters, common among all samples, were considered as shared populations and used as such for the scGen variational autoencoder

algorithm (Lotfollahi et al., 2019). On the integrated dataset, UMAP dimensionality reduction as implemented in Scanpy (Wolf et al.,

2018) (version 1.6.0) was applied. Clusters were identified by applying Leiden algorithm fromScanpy, which is a community detection

algorithm that has been optimized to identify communities that are guaranteed to be connected. This resulted in clusters of cells that

are more coherent with the biological phenotype andmore reliably identify cell populations. The resolution parameter value was opti-

mized by surveying the stability of the resulting clusters, choosing a final value of 0.7. This resulted in the identification of 10 clusters.

Cluster annotation in cell populations was obtained by a combination of the following approaches: (I) scanpy’s rank_genes_groups

to identify themost characterizing genes per clusters; (II) SCINA semi-supervised annotations algorithm (Zhang et al., 2019), using as

source labels coming from three publicly-available datasets (Lopez-Tobon et al., 2019; Nowakowski et al., 2017; Pollen et al., 2019),

(III) Overlap of clustermarker genes (log2FC > 0.5, qval <0.05 compared to all other clusters) with cell typemarker genes identified in a

published single cell dataset (Nowakowski et al., 2017). Significance of overlap between marker sets was determined using Fisher’s

exact test; (IV) projection of a single cell fetal cortex data in the UMAP by ingest algorithm. The obtained information was finally manu-

ally curated using a self-hosted cellxgene (chanzuckerberg/cellxgene: An interactive explorer for single-cell transcriptomics data

(github.com)), cellxgeneVIP (Li et al., 2020) and cellxgeneGateway (https://github.com/Novartis/cellxgene-gateway). Dotplots

showing a panel of cell population specific genes across cluster was produced using Scanpy DotPlot function.

Pseudotime analysis was performed on clusters identified by Leiden algorithm with a resolution of 9. The resulting clusters were

stratified by conditions/stage and then aggregated by their median to generate a new structure composed of ‘supercells’. Supercells
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with low contribution of reads for any mutation line were discarded. The Palantir algorithm (Setty et al., 2019) was applied on control

supercells (CTL). An optimized version of the STREAM (Chen et al., 2019) algorithmwas employed to visualize the result and calculate

the different ratio.

Sample-wise frequency of cells in each cluster was visualized by mosaic plots, representing either the three control lines across

stages or comparing at each stage controls versus mutants. For the comparisons of interest, the distribution of cells across clusters

was analyzed by differential abundance analysis, performed following the procedure described in (http://bioconductor.org/books/

release/OSCA/): edgeR was employed to test for differential abundance across stages in control lines (contrasts: day60 versus

day20; day120 versus day60) or to compare mutant (excluding S62X) to control lines at each time point. The ‘Unknown’ cluster

was excluded from this analysis. A threshold of conventional p Value <0.05 was imposed to select significant modulations.

Density plots were produced by dividing UMAP into sub-regions through a grid (Becht et al., 2018) and then by adding a Gaussian

kernel to identify the density of cells per sub-region using python sklearn 0.23.2. For each stage, the plot shown in Figure 3 has been

produced by subtracting the plot of the control from themutant. Differential expression analysis was performedwith diffxpy 0.7.4 with

Mann-Whitney U test on the cells after removing the outlier cells identified by the Leiden algorithm. Resulting genes were filtered by

qval<0.05 and |log2FC| > 1 unless otherwise specified in the text. Gene ontology enrichment analysis was performed in R with the

TopGOpackage (Alexa and Rahnenfuhrer, 2021). topGO: Enrichment Analysis for GeneOntology. R package version 2.42.0), consid-

ering the Biological Component domain of the ontology and using the Fisher statistics and the Weight01 algorithm. Highly variable

genes were used as universe to calculate the enrichment. Terms were considered significant with a p Value <0.01 and an enrichment

value of at least 1.75.

For alternative splicing analysis, single cell sequencing reads were aligned using Alevin (Srivastava et al., 2019). Cluster-wise

pseudo-bulk samples were then generated for each line (excluding S62X) at each stage aggregating transcriptomics indexed reads

by their median on the previously identified clusters and conditions. SUPPA2 (Trincado et al., 2018) was used for the calculation of

PSI (proportion spliced-in) and dPSI for relative changes between mutant and control. Given the shallow sequencing characteristics

of scRNA-Seq, a series of controls were implemented to check for possible spuriously significant dPSI related to lowly expressed

genes and dropouts: (I) cells from control lines were randomized to in-silico generate four control samples to each stage, that

were then compared two against two; (II) from the four in-silico controls, differential splicing analysis was applied comparing cluster

RG1 vs cluster EN1. The common transcripts identified in the two control analyses were removed from the main MUT against CTL

comparison to ensure the specificity of the transcripts identified.

For analyzing overlap with ZEB2 targets ChIP-seq data for ZEB2 in HEK293T cells was downloaded fromGEO (GSE91749) in form

of a bed file of called peaks. Peaks were then associated with genes using the annotatePeaks function from HOMER version 4.11

(Heinz et al., 2010) with default parameters. The results were filtered for peaks associated with TSS leading to a set of 8209 genes

(after filtering for duplicate gene symbols). Enrichment analyses for ZEB2 targets andDEGs fromprevious studieswas performed in R

using Fisher’s exact test. Results were visualized using ggplot2.

Enrichment for transcription factor targets in Radial Glia Cell clusters was done using the R interface package enrichR v3.0 for the

Enrichr gene set enrichment analysis web server (Kuleshov et al., 2016). The dataset selected was ENCODE_and_ChEA_

Consensus_TFs_from_ChIP-X. In case of multiple significant results for the same transcription factor we reported the result with

the lower adjusted p value. We used a conservative adjusted p value cutoff of 0.005 for the supplementary figure. The results

were visualized using R (packages: ggplot2 v3.3.5, ggh4x v0.2.1)

To complement our alternative splicing analysis we also used a different algorithm based on Olivieri et al. (Olivieri et al., 2021).

Following the published pipeline we aligned the data with the pipeline of Dehghannasiri et al. (Dehghannasiri et al., 2021) and then

calculated the SpliZVD statistics to identify alternative splicing events per cell. Differences in the number of significant transcripts

is to be expected given the differences of the two methods. SUPPA2 (Trincado et al., 2018) pools together multiple cells resulting

in a deeper characterization of the differences in splicing, a common approach to mitigate the dropout problem of single cells

RNA-seq. The SplizVD method instead keeps single cell resolution but reduces the possibility to resolve small differences in tran-

script percentage.

Pathway analysis is performed with IPA (Ingenuity Pathway Analysis QIAGENDigital Insights) using p value as observable and sub-

selecting as source information Neurons and Nervous System. For each stage and each method the union of genes identified in any

cluster is used. The canonical pathways listed in the table include all significant pathways derived from the results of either AS

method. For Figure S9 we selected the EIF2 Signaling pathway with IPA (Ingenuity Pathway Analysis QIAGEN Digital Insights).

Next we generated lists of population specific differentially spliced genes from the SUPPA2 results and used the overlay tools to high-

light the genes/complexes included in these gene sets.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All biological experiments were performedwithmultiple independent biological samples as detailed in the figure legends. Numbers of

samples are detailed in figure legends and Table S5 for each quantification performed, including numbers of cells, organoids, and

batches for each cell line. Statistical test details can be found in the figure legends. All plots (unless otherwise indicated) were gener-

ated and statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 6.0 for Windows (GraphPad Software, La Jolla California USA,

www.graphpad.com).
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